
Get to know

Falls and incorrect use of medication often force seniors out of 
their homes and into institutionalized care.

MedMinder offers wireless devices that provide an all-in-one 
medication management and an emergency alert system.

This around-the-clock medication reminder and monitoring 
system is simple, convenient, and reliable.

Our emergency alert system is embedded directly into the device 
and communicates with pendants worn as a necklace or watch 
around the home. With the push of a button, our trained and 
certified monitoring professionals are ready to help when it is 
needed most.

Simple Design
Designed with ease of use in mind, our simple yet sophisticated 
devices are painless to program and user friendly. 

MedMinder pill dispensers mirror pharmacy pill organizers, this 
creates an immediate familiarity. The cellular modem embedded 
in the box allows seamless programming and monitoring to 
support the patient and notify all interested parties. 

Patients who may be resistant to new technology will feel 
comfortable using a MedMinder pill dispenser. There are no 
digital read-outs, buttons or complicated programming required 
for the MedMinder. There is no need for a computer, any form 
of Internet access or technical skills. 
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Reminders
Users are prompted to take or refill their medications through a 
series of customizable visual and auditory alerts. Set up the 
reminders to blink, beep or play a custom audio message. If the 
user doesn’t respond to these reminders they will receive a 
phone call. If there is no response the family or caregiver are 
notified by phone, email or text message ensuring that 
everyone stays informed.

Remote Progamming And Monitoring
MedMinder is equipped with a self-contained cellular modem 
that links to our central server. Using our secured website users 
and caregivers can easily program their unit’s medication 
schedule remotely, set up preferred notifications and review 
reports.

Medical Alert
With the push of a button the pill dispenser will open a 
two-way voice channel with the professionals at the UL certified 
monitoring center.

The wireless pendants are waterproof, feature 800 feet of 
transmission range, a long-life battery, and have a necklace and 
a male or female watch band design. 

Bluetooth
MedMinder devices are equipped with bluetooth connectivity 
and can serve as gateways for other telehleath devices.
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Phone: 1-888-MED-MIND (1-888-633-6463) www.MedMinder.com

(Re)filling
MedMinder offers two easy options to fill the medication 
compartments:
1. Manually: Simply lifting the lockable main lid gives access to 
all 28 compartments. 
2. Pre-fill tray: MedMinder supplied pre-fill trays can be filled 
by a pharmacist, caregiver or family member. Once filled they 
can be placed directly into MedMinder.

Locking
The Jon pill dispenser is for those at greater risk for taking the 
wrong medication at the wrong time. All compartments are 
locked and only the specified compartment will unlock at the 
right time. The Jon features an “un-locking / re-locking 
schedule” where the dosage compartments can be setup to 
un-lock or re-lock before or after the scheduled dosage to allow 
more flexibility for the user. 

Custom Greetings
Caregivers can record voice messages at the MedMinder portal 
and our devices will play them so the user will hear a familiar 
voice. Custom greetings can be set as medication reminders, 
positive feedback, or even one-time personalized messages for 
special occasions. Caregivers can also type a personalized 
message that MedMinder converts to voice format. 

Simple Design
Flexible Programming
Numerous Reminders
Multiple Caregivers
Large Capacity
Multi Weeks
Cellular Connection
Pre-Fill Tray Option 
Locking Mechanism
Medical Alert
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“Great job, 
Mom! Hope you 

have a good 
day”

“Grandpa, 
don’t forget to 

take your 
pills.”

“Happy Birthday, 
Dad!”

“Don’t forget 
your 2:30 doctor 
appointment!” 

Reporting
MedMinder data is designed for future integration with existing 
medical records. Integrating MedMinder’s recorded medication 
activity with existing records will allow better data correlation 
and improved quality of care.


